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Relative advantage and
complexity: Predicting
the rate of adoption of
agricultural innovations

Geoff Kaine1*† and Vic Wright2†

1Manaaaki Whenua Landcare Research, Hamilton, New Zealand, 2University of New England,
Armidale, NSW, Australia
The adoption of new technologies and practices is fundamental to having the

capacity to adapt to climate change and ameliorate resource degradation.

Consequently, having the ability to predict the scale and rate of adoption by

farmers of agricultural innovations is central to gauging their adaptive capacity.

It is also crucial to assessing the likely compliance of farmers with change-

seeking incentives and regulations. In this paper we describe a novel approach

to predicting rates of adoption with respect to agricultural technologies and

practices drawing on a dual-process model of consumer decision-making and

a method for describing the complexity of innovations in farm systems. We

tested the approach using data collected through a survey of dairy farmers in

the Waikato and Waipa regions of New Zealand. In the survey we asked 200

farmers, chosen at random, about their perceptions of the complexity and

relative advantage of various agricultural and resource management practices,

and collected information as to how long it took them to try, and then adopt,

the practices. Our results confirm that the process of forming an intention to try

or adopt a technology or practice may take several months for relatively simple

technologies and practices, and several years for more complex ones.

Importantly, we found that novelty in terms of the originality in the

components and architecture of a technology or practice does not

necessarily correlate with its complexity in terms of integrating it into farm

systems. This means that apparently simple technologies and practices that are

promoted to reduce resource degradation can be quite difficult to integrate

into farm systems and, as a consequence, the costs of integration may act as a

strong deterrent to adopting them. A logical implication of our findings is that a

deep understanding of the nature of the integration task is essential to

anticipating how long it might take for adoption (or compliance) to occur in

agriculture and, therefore, to appreciate limits on the adaptive capacity of

farmers. Such an understanding requires an intimate knowledge of the,

sometimes diverse, farm systems and sub-systems in which the technology

or practice is to be integrated.
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Introduction

The adoption of new technologies and practices is

fundamental to having the capacity to adapt to climate change

and ameliorate resource degradation (Zilberman et al., 2012.

Price and Leviston 2014, Westermann et al., 2018).

Consequently, having the ability to predict the scale and rate

of adoption of agricultural innovations by farmers is central to

gauging their adaptive capacity and to evaluating the benefits to

be had from relevant research, marketing, and extension

programs (e.g., Benin et al., 2011, Kuehne et al., 2017;

Kleinman et al., 2018; Pannell and Claassen, 2020). It is also

crucial to assessing the likely response of farmers to policies

offering incentives for, or compelling, the use of specific

agricultural technologies and practices (e.g., Bopp et al., 2019).

In principle, this ability should inform expectations of farmer

compliance with regulations requiring ‘disadoption’, that is, the

abandonment of practices.

Doole et al. (2019) observed that the potential for regulations

such as the imposition of technology and process standards

(Gunningham et al., 1998), incentives such as subsidies and

discounts (Borrás & Edquist 2013), and the dissemination of

information and knowledge through extension (Anderson and

Feder, 2007) to influence the scale, and rate, of the adoption of

agricultural technologies and practices depended, at least partly,

on the complexity of the technology or practice in question.

‘Scale of adoption’ refers to the proportion of farms in an

industry for which a new technology or practice is judged by

the manager to offer a ‘relative advantage’ (that is, a net benefit)

compared to existing technology or practice(s) (Rogers, 2003).

‘Rate of adoption’ refers to how quickly the new technology or

practice is adopted by that proportion of farms. In broad terms, a

‘simple technology or practice’ is one that is based on operating

principles familiar to the farmer and is relatively easy to integrate

into the farm system; a ‘complex technology or practice’ is one

that is based on principles unfamiliar to the farmer and is

relatively difficult to integrate into the farm system. The effort

and cost involved in searching for relevant information about,

understanding and evaluating, and implementing a technology

or practice is greater the more complex it is (Pannell et al., 2006;

Kuehne et al., 2017).

Doole et al. (2019) argued that incentives and extension have

little potential to influence the scale of adoption of technologies

and practices because they do not alter relative advantage.

Incentives and extension have mixed potential to influence

the rate of adoption of technologies and practices depending on

their complexity. Doole et al. (2019) suggested that the potential

for incentives to influence the rate of adoption of simple

technologies and practices is high because even a relatively

small incentive can trigger trialling or offset a substantial

proportion of the costs of change. With increasing complexity

of innovations, this potential weakens.
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The impact of complexity reverses the impact of extension

on rate of adoption. By reducing the search effort and learning

costs associated with adopting complex technologies and

practices, extension does have the potential to influence the

rate of their adoption. In contrast, there is limited potential for

extension to influence the rate of adoption of simple

technologies and practices, primarily because search effort and

learning costs are low.

With respect to regulation, Doole et al. (2019) observed that

regulation has the potential to influence the scale of adoption of

both simple and complex technologies and practices by, in effect,

redefining their relative advantage. Regulation also has the

potential to influence rate of adoption of both simple and

(especially) complex technologies and practices by restricting

the time available for searching and learning. The complexity of

technologies and practices is crucial, then, in understanding the

role that regulations, incentives and extension can play in

influencing their adoption (Rogers, 2003). However, the effects

of complexity on the adoption of technologies and practices in

agriculture has, relatively speaking, received limited attention in

the literature (de Oca Munguia & Llewellyn 2020).

If the effort and time involved in adopting complex

agricultural innovations is greater than for less complex

innovations, the intensity of the motivation, the willingness to

commit effort, needed to adopt complex innovations can be

expected to be greater than that needed for simpler innovations.

While any innovation must be adopted only once, the

magnitude, riskiness and stress associated with the prospect of

a specific adoption can be expected to influence the

attractiveness (relative advantage) of an innovation and the

time taken to appraise and adopt (or reject). An important

step, then, in predicting the rate of adoption of agricultural

innovations would be to identify the impact of the complexity of

agricultural innovations on the strength of motivation. This

requires a method for characterising the complexity

of innovations.

In this paper we describe a novel approach to predicting

rates of adoption with respect to agricultural technologies and

practices. The approach draws on the dual-process model of

consumer decision-making (Bagozzi, 2006a; Bagozzi, 2006b) to

measure motivation and a method for classifying the complexity

of innovations to farm systems based on Henderson and

Clark (1990).

In the next section the dual‐process model of consumer

decision‐making proposed by Bagozzi (2006a) is briefly

described. This is followed by a description of the classification

of innovations proposed by Henderson and Clark (1990). More

detailed descriptions may be found in Wright (2011) and Kaine

et al. (2008), respectively. The way in which the types of

innovations that these changes represent influence farmers’

motivation to change practices and technologies is then

considered. We then report the results of testing this approach

based on a survey of 200 dairy farmers in the Waikato and
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Waipa regions of New Zealand. Subsequently, the implications

of the approach for predicting rates of adoption of innovations,

and the role of incentives and extension in influencing those

rates, are considered using the economic concept of ‘stickiness’.

The ideas and methods described here could be applied to any

agricultural industry in any region.

Materials and methods

Theory

A dual-process model of adoption
The material in this section draws heavily on Wright (2011)

and Kaine et al. (2012).

The dual-process model proposed by Bagozzi (2006a) builds

on the extensive literature linking ‘resistance to change’ (which is

the opposite of ‘innovativeness’) as a personal predisposition

with the likelihood and speed of adoption (Ram and Sheth, 1989;

Bagozzi and Lee, 1999; Oreg, 2003). The focus in much of this

literature has been on linking resistance to change to the

likelihood of adoption, which is represented by the intention

to adopt (see Bagozzi and Warshaw, 1990; Bagozzi, 1992).

However, actual adoption involves both the intention to adopt

and the translation of that intention into behaviour, which may

not occur (Bagozzi and Lee, 1999).

The concept of ‘goal striving’ was developed to link intention

with behaviour (Bagozzi and Dholakia, 1999; Bagozzi and Lee,

1999; Bagozzi, 2007). Consequently, the dual-process model of

consumer response to innovations has two components: goal

setting, which describes the process of deciding to adopt; and

goal striving, which describes the process of adopting. The goal

setting process provides a foundation for identifying when

motivation, and the factors that influence motivation, delay

adoption. The goal striving process provides a foundation for

identifying when it is implementation of the decision to adopt,

and the factors that influence implementation, that

delays adoption.

This decomposition of the adoption process, in any context,

we regard as a valuable extension of mainstream adoption

process research as it explores the (otherwise) ‘black-box’

explanations such as ‘time’, ‘social communication processes’

or ‘Markov chains’ (Miller et al., 2017) for the universally

recognised non-instantaneous achievement of the final scale of

adoption of innovations. We are hopeful that it makes tractable

the analysis, and assessment of possible deliberate influence, of

the dynamic phase of implementation of choice. While choice

can be modelled usefully as static, implementation cannot, in

our view.

Goal setting

In the dual-process model the first process triggered by

awareness of an opportunity to achieve a goal is a sequence of
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reflective, deliberative processes: ‘consider-imagine-appraise-

decide’ (Bagozzi, 2006a). This process determines the degree of

interest the decision-maker has in achieving a goal, that is, ‘goal

desire’ (Wright, 2011). The absence of sufficient interest will halt

any move to the evaluative, cognitive use of attitudes and norms.

Presumably, the greater the time and effort envisaged in

adopting an innovation, the correspondingly greater goal

desire must be to provoke movement beyond goal desire to

‘goal intention’, and onto ‘behavioural desire’ and ‘behavioural

intention’. Goal desire determines whether a goal will

be adopted.

Bagozzi (2006a) proposes that there are five elements in the

consider-imagine-appraise-decide process. Two of these

elements are ‘positive’ and ‘negative anticipated emotions’.

These emotions result from imagining success and failure,

respectively, in goal attainment and their personal emotional

consequences. These emotions could include happiness,

excitement and pride or disappointment, anger and sadness.

The likelihood of success or failure is not considered with

anticipated emotions.

Another two elements in the consider-imagine-appraise-

decide process are ‘anticipatory emotions’ . These are

emotional responses to the prospect of a future event. The

emotions involved are hope and fear and depend in part on

the perceived probability of an event, that is, success or failure,

occurring (Wright, 2011). The final element in the process is

‘affect towards the means’ of striving for the goal. This is the

personal emotional appeal of the methods, processes, actions

and so on believed to be required to pursue the goal

(Bagozzi, 2006a).

Moving through the model, goal desire is converted into

some goal intention: a commitment to act to achieve the goal.

This commitment to the goal must then be translated into a set

of specific behaviours to be implemented, which is action or

behavioural desire. The factors that moderate the translation of

goal intention into behavioural desire are those identified in

earlier, mainstream models of consumer behaviour such as the

Theory of Planned Behaviour and its variants (Fishbein and

Ajzen, 1975; Ajzen, 2001; Ajzen, 2002). Behavioural desire is

then translated into specific behavioural intentions, which may

be moderated by perceptions of behavioural control such as ‘self-

efficacy’ (Bandura, 1997). The transformation of goal desire into

behavioural intention is also moderated by self-regulation.

The process of goal setting has the potential to be complex

and iterative, which means the process can take some time.

Action will not proceed until the process of deciding has run its

course (Wright, 2011).
Goal striving

Actual and intended behaviour are not always highly

correlated (Bagozzi and Lee, 1999). The factors that influence
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the correlation between intended and actual behaviour are

considered explicitly in the goal striving component of the

dual-process model. Explicit consideration of these factors is

particularly important, not only in forecasting rates of adoption

but also in highlighting what opportunities, if any, there may be

to influence the translation of intention into action.

The first stage in the goal striving component is the choice of

how the behavioural intention will be fulfilled. Alternative means

by which this may be done are evaluated in terms, particularly, of

self-efficacy, ‘outcome expectancy’ and affect, which is like or

dislike of a means. These elements of appraisal need to be

integrated to make a choice (Wright, 2011). The second stage

is ‘action planning’. Action planning ‘involves decisions as to

when, where, how and how long, to act. In this stage situational

cues for the timing of specific actions are contemplated’ (Wright,

2011: 18). The third stage in goal striving is the implementation

of the plan, which is the commencement of action in pursuit of

the goal.

The fourth stage consists of the control processes exercised

over the planned actions such as tracking progress, identifying

opportunities and hindrances, and revising plans accordingly.

Appraisals of progress will lead to affective responses. For

example, positive affect will evoke an intention to stay the

course. A negative affect may evoke greater effort.

Alternatively, it may result in changes in goals, a redefinition

of success, or a judgement of failure and abandonment of goal

striving (Bagozzi, 2006b). The final stage is the outcome:

adoption, trial or failure to adopt, which will generate

emotions. As they are experienced, outcomes will feedback to

influence goal setting for subsequent innovations.
Complexity in agricultural innovations

The material in this section is drawn from Kaine et al. (2008,

2012) and Kaine and Wright (2017a, 2017b).

As noted above, if the effort and time involved in adopting

complex agricultural innovations is greater than for less complex

innovations, the intensity of the motivation needed to adopt

complex innovations can be expected to be greater than that

needed for simpler innovations. ‘Motivation’, in this sense, is

captured in the dual‐process model by the strength of

anticipated emotions, anticipatory emotions and affect towards

means and can be analysed with respect to the impact on each of

the complexity of agricultural innovations. This requires a

method for characterising that complexity.

Wright (2011) suggested that Henderson and Clark’s (1990)

framework for classifying product changes into types of

innovations, which was adapted for innovations to agricultural

systems by Kaine et al. (2008), was the most suitable in this

context. The usefulness of the classification developed by

Henderson and Clark (1990) is what it reveals about the

magnitude of the impact of adoption (or abandonment) of a
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technology or practice in terms of disruption to system activity,

the destruction of competencies, and the need for new skills and

knowledge. See Kaine et al. (2008; 2012) for more detail on

this aspect.

Henderson and Clark (1990) proposed that a product could

be conceived of as a system – a collection of components that are

linked together. They defined the components of a product as

the physically distinct parts of a product. How the components

are linked together to enable the product to function is the

‘architecture’ of the product. Consequently, product innovation

can be conceptualised as changes to components, the linkages

between them, or both. They then suggested that innovations

could be categorised into increasing complexity depending on

the degree of change introduced into the components and the

linkages between them.

Crouch (1981) observed that farms consist of hierarchies of

inter‐related sub‐systems. Each farm sub‐system is a set of

components that link together in a specific way to perform a

function (Kaine et al., 2008). For example, a pressure irrigation

system is a generic description of a sub‐system that

distributes water to plants using mechanical energy. Integrated

pest management is a generic description of a sub‐system

for managing pests and diseases based on the use of

beneficial insects and species‐specific chemicals. Other sub‐

systems include animal health, feed management and

breeding management.

The components of a farm sub‐system are the physically

distinct elements of the sub‐system and may include technology,

techniques, and practices. The architecture of the sub‐system

describes how the components are arranged or linked together to

enable the sub‐system to function.

Consistent with Henderson and Clark (1990), the extent of

change to the components and architecture of farm sub‐systems

prompted by adopting an agricultural innovation provides a

basis for describing the complexity of the innovation. The

complexity of an innovation increases the greater the number

of sub-systems affected when adopting it, and the more severely

they are affected. Depending on the complexity of the

innovation, incorporating it into a farm sub‐system will

require knowledge about the sub‐system to be changed, and

knowledge about how to realign other sub‐systems to

accommodate that change. It follows, then, that the adoption

of more complex innovations could be expected to mean that

different skills and competencies will be needed with respect to

(i) the relevant sub‐systems, (ii) the interactions between them

and, (iii) planning the implementation of the innovation. This

means that qualitative differences can be expected in the time

and effort involved in implementing chosen innovations

depending on their complexity, and that there will be

differences in the rate of adoption (or abandonment) of

innovations as a result.

This approach to describing complexity means that, as

complexity increases, the decision to adopt an innovation
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changes category from being a decision about a change in

production tactics to being a decision about making a change

to technical production strategy. When changing the technical

production strategy, the changes to the dimensions of output

and/or input characteristics, and associated risks, are more

numerous. Compared to changes in production tactics,

changes to the technical production strategy are likely to be

more idiosyncratic to the farm system and the decision based on

projections about the new technical production strategy and the

benefits it creates.

Assuming the perceived benefits associated with the

innovation are sufficient to attract the farmer’s attention,

detailed analysis of the adoption decision is only likely to

commence once they accept the innovation is relevant to their

farm system, which is based on its perceived integration

potential or ‘fit’. The detailed contemplation of how, and thus

whether, an innovation ‘fits’ with the farm system sets the

decision maker up to promptly implement a favourable

adoption decision. In other words, the investigative effort

involved in forming an intention to adopt an innovation that

will change the technical production strategy generates enough

knowledge to act promptly on that intention (goal desire

translates promptly into goal striving).

How much complexity is required to trigger this category

shift will vary from farmer to farmer in line with personality

factors such as self-efficacy and innovativeness (in relevant

domains), and financial status, potentially in play. The weaker

any of these, the lower will be the trigger to categorise the

innovation as a strategic change, and the higher the perceived

overall risks associated with adoption.

Returning to the dual‐process model, anticipated emotions

were identified as potentially important determinants of goal

desire. It may be the case that there is limited emotional content

associated with adopting relatively simple innovations. If so, goal

desire in relation to such innovations would depend mainly on a

farmer’s perceptions of the time path and reliability of the costs

and benefits of changing farm practice or technology

(Wright, 2011).

In contrast, it may be the case that imagined goal

achievement and goal failure have significant emotional

content with relatively complex innovations. If this is the case,

then the relative strength of positive and negative anticipated

emotions will strongly influence goal desire. The anticipatory

emotions of hope and fear, and related factors such as perceived

behavioural control and anticipated difficulties in striving, are

also likely to strongly affect goal desire with more

complex innovations.

In short, both anticipated and anticipatory emotions may

play a substantial role in changing farm practices and

technologies when these changes entail substantial

modification of farm sub-systems; not least because of the

challenges they may pose to farmer competence. The same

may be said for affect towards the means. This suggests that
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the number of farming sub-systems, and the magnitude of

changes to them, required to adopt an innovation could be

most informative about rates of adoption in farming.

The adoption of more complex innovations by farmers

should require, then, greater motivation, time and effort than

does the adoption of simple innovations. The greater time and

effort involved in adopting them means that their adoption

involves greater overall costs and risks and is thus more sensitive

to the strength of the motivation to adopt them. In other words,

complex innovations should be intrinsically ‘stickier’ than

simple innovations (Ball and Mankiw, 1994; Szulanski, 1996;

Ogawa, 1998; Sims, 1998; Bils and Klenov, 2004; Mankiw and

Reis, 2006): farmers will be more resistant to adopting (or being

compel led to abandon) complex innovat ions than

simpler innovations. Stickiness impacts on the speed of

adoption or abandonment (the rate) but not the ultimate

extent (the scale).
Hypotheses

The concepts in the dual-process model of consumer

decision-making (Bagozzi, 2006a) lead us to propose the

following hypotheses concerning the adoption of agricultural

technologies and practices:
1. Anticipatory emotions concerning the consequences of

success (or failure) in adopting agricultural technologies

and practices will depend on the anticipated

contribution of the technology or practice to improved

performance (relative advantage) and the risk of failure

which depends on the difficulty of integrating the

technology or practice into the farm system, the need

for new skills, and the importance of experience.

2. Feelings about success or failure (anticipated emotions)

in adopting agricultural technologies and practices will

depend on the consequences of success or failure ,

(relative advantage), their novelty, the challenge posed

by the adoption task (which concerns the novelty of the

technology or practice), the difficulty of integrating it

into the farm system, the need to learn new skills and to

draw on experience, and feelings about the risk of failing

(anticipatory emotions).

3. The enjoyment (affect towards means) of adopting

agricultural technologies and practices will depend on

their contribution to improved performance (relative

advantage), ease of integration, feelings about the risk of

failing (anticipatory emotions), and feelings about

success or failure (anticipated emotions).

4. The decision effort devoted to adopting agricultural

technologies and practices will depend on their

contribution to improved performance (relative
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Fron
advantage), ease of integration, and the need to learn

new skills and to draw on experience.
The concepts in Henderson and Clark’s (1990) framework

for describing the complexity of product innovations lead us to

propose the following hypotheses in relation to the rate of

adoption of agricultural technologies and practices:
5. The relative advantage of agricultural technologies and

practices will be influenced by their novelty, ease of

integration, and complexity.

6. The perceived ease with which technologies and practices

can be integrated into farm systems will depend on their

novelty and complexity, and the enjoyment of the

adoption process.

7. The time taken to adopt agricultural technologies and

practices (i.e., to move from awareness to first adoption)

will depend on their relative advantage, their

complexity, and the ease of integrating them into the

farm system (controlling for years of experience as a

dairy farmer). The greater the relative advantage the

shorter the time taken to adopt; the greater the

complexity the longer the time taken to adopt.

8. The perceived stickiness of agricultural technologies and

practices will depend on their relative advantage,

complexity, ease of integration and novelty.
Methods

To test these hypotheses, we investigated the adoption of

technologies and practices in the dairy sector by conducting a

telephone survey of farmers in the Waikato and Waipa, two of

the major dairying regions of New Zealand. The Waikato

together with the Waipa is the largest dairying area in New

Zealand and the two regions have, relatively speaking, similar

climate, soils, topography and dairying systems. Participation in

the survey was voluntary, respondents could leave the survey at

any time, and all survey questions were optional. Although the

research was conducted privately, the New Zealand Association

of Social Science Research code of ethics was followed.

The questionnaire used in the survey was based on Kaine

et al. (2012) and was piloted using a mix of face-to-face and

telephone interviews with 20 randomly selected Waikato and

Waipa dairy farmers. Following some minor grammatical

revisions, a market research company administered the final

version of the questionnaire by telephone to 180 randomly

selected Waikato and Waipa dairy farmers. The survey was

conducted in November 2015.

Using a randomised starting point, a list of widely known

technologies and practices (Table 1) was read to participants
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until they identified a technology, or practice, that they had

adopted. That technology or practice was the subject for

subsequent questioning. They were asked, in relation to that

technology or practice, to rate their agreement with the

statements in each of the scales listed below using the

following categories: strongly disagree (1), disagree (2), not

sure (3), agree (4) and strongly agree (5). Respondents were

also asked to indicate, as best they could, the period of time from

when they first heard about the technology or practice until they

decided to try it, and the period of time between first trying the

technology or practice and finally committing to using it, that is,

adoption. Note that, in the absence of trialling, the time from

hearing to first trying is also time to adoption; consequently, in

such cases the time from first trying to finally committing is zero.

The same procedure was followed with respect to a second

set of well-known technologies and practices (Table 2). Hence,

most respondents answered questions in relation to their

adoption of two of the 21 technologies or practices listed in

Table 1. There were 30 instances where either the respondent

stated they had not adopted any of the technologies or practices

in Set A or Set B; or where respondents did not completely

answer one or more of the scales. Consequently, the sample for

analysis consisted of 370 complete responses.

Finally, respondents were asked to provide information on

their property area, size of milking herd, age, education, and
frontiersin.org
TABLE 1 Farm technologies and practices.

Set A Percentage of respondents

New type of fertiliser 6.0

No longer apply nitrogen fertiliser in
winter

6.0

Slow-release nitrogen fertiliser 7.0

New pasture varieties 7.5

Round bale technology 4.0

Round bale silage 10.5

Different breed of livestock 3.0

Artificial Insemination 22.0

Fencing stock out of waterways or wetlands 32.0

Contour ploughing 1.0

Set B

Different calving period (e.g., split calving) 3.5

Growing a new summer crop (e.g., chicory) 9.5

Installing a feed pad 11.0

Increased land application area for effluent 11.0

90-day effluent storage 6.0

Grazing heifers off farm 13.5

Grazing cows off farm in winter 5.0

Direct drilling of crops 2.5

Embryo transfer technology 0.5

Feeding palm kernel 19.5

Constructing a wetland 4.0
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years in dairy farming.

The scales in the questionnaire (see Table 2) were intended

to measure:
Fron
• The relative advantage of technologies and practices

(Rogers, 2003).

• The complexity of technologies based on respondents’

perceptions of difficulty of integrating the technology or

practice into their farm system.
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• The complexity of the technology or practice based on

the number of farm sub-systems affected, and the extent

to which they were affected (Henderson and Clark,

1990).

• The novelty of the technology (Gatignon et al., 2002).

• The impact of the technology or practice on the

architecture of the farm system (based on the number

of farm sub-systems affected) (Henderson and Clark,

1990).
TABLE 2 Scale items.

Novelty
The innovation was a major technological advance
The innovation involved fundamentally new concepts or principles
The innovation was a radical change from the previous technology or practice

Integration
The innovation was easily integrated into my farming system I introduced the innovation by making simple adjustments to the farm system
Adopting the innovation was quite simple and straightforward Adopting the innovation was rather complex and complicated (R)
Adopting the innovation required hardly any change to my farm system
Adopting the innovation meant substantially reconfiguring my farm system (R)
Integrating the innovation into my farming system was quite challenging (R)

Relative advantage
The innovation promised a substantial improvement in performance I expected the innovation would offer a variety of benefits
The innovation offered a considerable improvement in productivity
The innovation was clearly superior to any alternatives
The innovation was clearly superior to what had previously been available
The innovation offered substantial advantages

Need for new skills
Adopting the innovation required me to learn completely new ideas
Adopting the innovation required me to learn different methods and practices
Adopting the innovation required learning new skills

Need for experience
My previous farming experience was essential in adopting the innovation
My existing skills and knowledge were important in adopting the innovation

Anticipated emotions
I was relieved I was able to adopt the innovation
I found adopting the innovation satisfying I was proud I succeeded in adopting the innovation
I would have been disappointed if I had failed to adopt the innovation
I would have been annoyed if I had failed to adopt the innovation
I would have been upset if I had failed to adopt the innovation

Anticipatory emotions
I was confident I would be successful
I was worried I would fail
I was optimistic I would be successful

Affect towards means
I disliked the process of changing to the innovation (R)
I found the process of changing to the innovation annoying (R)
I was happy with the process of changing to the innovation
I was excited by the process of changing to the innovation
I found the process of changing to the innovation disappointing (R)

Decision effort
I spent a fair bit of time and effort thinking about the advantages and disadvantages of adopting the innovation before I made my decision
I spent a great deal of time and effort thinking about how the innovation would fit into farm system
I spent very little time on the decision because it was not worth a lot of time and effort (R)
I spent some time gathering information (books, field days, reviews, etc), about the innovation before I made a final decision

Stickiness
It would be very upsetting to have to change back to what I had before
It would be extremely disruptive if I had to stop using the innovation
It would be quite disruptive if I had to replace the innovation with some other technology or practice
It would be quite costly if I had to return to the technologies and practices I had before
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Fron
• The disruptiveness of the technology or practice based

on the disturbance to the farm system and costs entailed

in abandoning the technology or practice.

• The anticipated emotions, anticipatory emotions and

affect towards means associated with the technology or

practice (Bagozzi, 2006a, b).

• The need to acquire new skills and knowledge to adopt

the technology or practice (Gatignon et al., 2002).

• The role of experience in adopting the technology or

practice; and

• The decision effort (the time and energy) invested in

investigating the technology or practice and deciding to

adopt it (Bagozzi, 2006a, b).
Respondents indicated their agreement with each statement

in a scale for each technology or practice using a five-point rating

from strongly disagree (1) to strongly agree (5). Scale scores for

each technology or practice were then computed for each

respondent as the average of their ratings for the statements in

each scale for that technology or practice. The internal

consistency of the scales was tested using scale reliabilities

(Carmines and Zeller, 1979).

Regression analysis was used to test the hypothesis regarding

motivation and complexity. Four regressions were estimated to

test hypotheses 1-4 regarding motivation. Respondents’ scores

on the scales for anticipatory emotions, anticipated emotion,

affect towards means and decision effort were the dependent

variables. Their scores on the scales for relative advantage,

difficulty of integration, the need for new skills, and the

importance of experience were explanatory variables. Note that

anticipatory emotions were included as an explanatory variable

in the regression for anticipated emotions (hypothesis 2) and

both anticipatory and anticipated emotions were included as

explanatory variables in the regression for affect towards means

(hypothesis 3).

Two regressions were estimated to test hypotheses 5 and 6

regarding complexity using respondents’ scores on the scales for

relative advantage and for difficulty of integration as the

dependent variables. Their scores on the scales such as

novelty, complexity and affect towards means were

explanatory variables. For hypothesis 7, two regressions were

estimated using the time taken from hearing to trying, and time

taken from trying to adopting were treated as dependent

variables. Respondents’ scores on the scales for relative

advantage, difficulty of integration and complexity were

explanatory variables. In addition, the length of time

respondents had been a dairy farmer was included in these

regressions to control for differences in the length of time

available to respondents to choose to adopt a technology

or practice.

Five regressions were estimated to test the hypothesis

regarding the perceived stickiness of agricultural technologies

and practices (hypothesis 8) using respondents’ scores on the
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stickiness scale, and their scores on each item in the scale, as

dependent variables. Their scores on the scales for relative

advantage, novelty, difficulty of integration and complexity

were explanatory variables. All statistical analyses were

conducted using SPSS (IBM, 2020). As the differences between

the pilot and final version of the questionnaire were grammatical

only, the data collected during the pilot were included in

the analysis.
Results

General

The scale reliabilities (Carmines and Zeller, 1979) are

reported in Table 3. For the most part they are satisfactory,

although the reliability of the scales measuring anticipatory

emotions and experience are relatively weak. Consequently, we

cannot be entirely confident that they measure only what we are

seeking, nor that they do so consistently from farmer to farmer.

The mean ratings for novelty, integration and complexity for

the various technologies and practices seem plausible with

technologies and practices that, in our opinion, are relatively

less complex scoring below or near the average on these

measures and the more obviously complex, again in our

opinion, technologies and practices scoring above average on

these measures. For example, practices and technologies such as

contour ploughing, slow-release fertilisers and new pasture

varieties, which we regarded as probably being incremental or

modular in nature, mostly had below-average scores whereas

technologies and practices which we regarded as probably being

architectural or radical in nature, such as changing calving

period and installing feed pads, had above-average scores (see

Appendix A). More formally, actions that involve switching

among similar forms of a particular farm input, such as changing

livestock breed or shifting to a purchased feed like palm kernel,
TABLE 3 Scale reliabilities.

Scale Reliability

Relative advantage 0.81

Novelty 0.68

Difficulty of integration 0.84

Stickiness 0.71

Anticipatory emotions 0.56

Anticipated emotions 0.82

Affect towards means 0.67

Decision effort 0.77

Need for new skills 0.82

Importance of experience 0.61
fr
Values are Cronbach’s alpha (Carmines and Zeller, 1979).
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were perceived as being simpler than those which involved

substitution between inputs, such as installing a feed pad or

reconfiguring the farm system by changing calving period.
Dual-process model of adoption

In Table 4 the regression results testing the hypotheses

concerning the dual-process model are reported. All the

regressions were statistically significant, and the signs of the

coefficient estimates were as expected. Anticipatory emotions,

which concern the consequences of success (or failure) in

adopting the agricultural technology and practice were

positively related to reward as measured by relative advantage.

Anticipatory emotions were negatively related to the risk of

failure, assuming the risk of failure was perceived to increase

with the novelty of the technology or practice, the need for new

skills and the difficulty of integrating it with the farm system, and

to decrease with the importance of experience.

Anticipated emotions, feelings about successfully adopting

(or failing to adopt) agricultural technologies and practices, were

positively related to relative advantage and anticipatory

emotions. They were also positively related to a sense of

achievement in terms of understanding the novelty of the

technology or practice and having to learn new skills and draw

on their experience to adopt it. The strength of anticipated

emotions was inversely related to the difficulty of integrating the

technology or practice into the farm system, indicating, perhaps

sensibly, increased emotional distancing as the challenge of

integrating it increases.

Affect towards means, the enjoyment of the adoption

process, adopting agricultural technologies and practices was

positively related to relative advantage, feelings about successful

adoption (anticipated emotions) and its consequences

(anticipatory emotions). Affect towards means was negatively

related to the perceived difficulty of integrating the technology or

practice into the farm system.
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As expected, the decision effort devoted to adopting

agricultural technologies and practices was positively related to

improved performance (relative advantage), the need to learn

new skills, the need to draw on experience, and the difficulty of

integrating the technology or practice into the farm system.
Complexity in agricultural technologies
and practices

In Table 5 the regression results testing the hypotheses

concerning Henderson and Clark (1990) framework are

reported. All the regressions were statistically significant, and

the signs of the coefficient estimates were as expected for the

most part. To begin with, perceptions of the relative advantage of

technologies and practices were positively related to their

novelty and complexity, reflecting their potential to influence

performance across the farm system. However, reflecting the

costs entailed in adjusting and reconfiguring farm sub-systems,

relative advantage was negatively related to perceptions of the

difficulty of integrating technologies and practices into the

farm system.

The perceived difficulty with which technologies and

practices were integrated into farm systems was positively

related to their novelty and complexity and negatively related

to enjoyment of the adoption process, that is, affect

towards means.

In Table 6 the regression results testing the hypotheses

concerning Henderson and Clark (1990) framework and the

time taken to try and adopt technologies and practices are

reported. The regressions for the time taken to adopt

agricultural technologies and practices were statistically

significant but explained only a small proportion in the

variance of the dependent variables (Adjusted R2 of 0.13).

Controlling for respondents’ years as a farmer, the length of

time between first hearing of a technology or practice and

deciding to try it increased with its complexity and decreased
TABLE 4 Standardised parameter estimates for components of goal desire.

Anticipatory emotions
(n = 370)

Anticipated emotions
(n = 370)

Affect towards means
(n = 370)

Decision effort
(n = 370)

Relative advantage 0.183 (p<0.001) 0.350 (p<0.001) 0.206 (p<0.001) 0.128 (p=0.003)

Novelty 0.133 (p=0.016)

Difficulty of integration -0.180 (p<0.001) -0.155 (p=0.002) -0.319 (p<0.001) 0.115 (p=0.014)

Anticipatory emotions 0.187 (p<0.001) 0.271 (p<0.001)

Anticipated emotions 0.267 (p<0.001)

Need for new skills -0.250 (p<0.001) 0.119 (p=0.025) 0.395 (p<0.001)

Importance of experience 0.254 (p<0.001) 0.156 (p<0.001) 0.269 (p<0.001)

Adjusted R2 0.19 0.33 0.47 0.36

F-Test significance <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001
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with relative advantage and the difficulty of integrating it into

the farm system. Similarly, controlling for respondents’ years as

a farmer, the length of time between first trying a technology or

practice and committing to it increased with its complexity and

decreased with relative advantage and the difficulty of

integrating it into the farm system.

The negative coefficient on perceptions of the integration

task suggests that, the more difficult is the task of integrating the

technology or practice adoption into the farm system, the

shorter the time taken to try it, and adopt it. Note that trying

and adopting are influenced by goal striving as well as goal

desire. This means the time taken to try and to adopt is

influenced by factors that influence action planning and

implementation (Bagozzi , 2006a) . Action planning

encompasses when, where, how and how long, to act (Wright,

2011: 18). Consequently, the negative relationship between

perceptions of the difficulty of the integration task with respect

to a technology or practice and the time taken to try and to adopt
Frontiers in Agronomy 10
it, may reflect the effect of the difficulty of the integration task on

goal striving (rather than goal desire).

The more difficult the integration task, the less likely the

technology or practice can be easily and inexpensively

trialled because:
• there is little, if any, scope to adopt the technology or

practice in piecemeal or incremental fashion, and,

• until the integration task is complete the benefits of the

new technology or practice cannot be realised.
Consequently, the respondent, having sufficient goal desire

to form an intention to adopt (a process that has likely involved

close consideration of the integration process), is prompted to

translate that intention into action more quickly the greater the

difficulty of the integration task. The inability to trial

technologies or practices that are particularly difficult to

integrate into the farm system forces the pace of

implementation. Converting from furrow irrigation to mini-

sprinkler irrigation in horticulture may be examples (Kaine

et al., 2008).
Stickiness in agricultural technologies
and practices

In Table 7 the regression results testing the hypotheses

concerning ‘stickiness’ using the scale formulated by Kaine

and Wright (2017b) are reported. Because more complex

innovations should require greater motivation, time and effort

to adopt than simple innovations we expected that farmers

would be more resistant to abandoning more complex

innovations than they would simpler innovations. In other

words, more complex technologies and practices would be

stickier than less complex technologies and practices.

Contrary to expectations, the perceived stickiness of

agricultural technologies and practices only had a statistically

significant relationship with relative advantage and novelty. We

investigated further by estimating regressions for each of the

statements in the ‘stickiness’ scale separately. The results indicate

that the factors that influence perceptions about the stickiness of

technologies and practices vary depending on the circumstances

prompting a technology or practice to be abandoned. For

example, perceptions of the emotional upset and cost of

having to revert back to a previous technology or practice

were related to perceptions of relative advantage and novelty.

The cost of returning to a previously used practice was also

related to the complexity of the practice being abandoned. The

disruptiveness of replacing a technology or practice was related

to both relative advantage and the difficulty of integrating it with

the farm system. The disruptiveness of having to simply stop

using a technology or practice (perhaps in response to

regulation) was only related to relative advantage.
TABLE 5 Standardised parameter estimates for perceptions of
relative advantage and difficulty of integration.

Relative
advantage
(n = 370)

Difficulty of integration
(n = 370)

Relative advantage

Novelty 0.452 (p<0.001) 0.303 (p<0.001)

Difficulty of integration -0.289 (p<0.001)

Complexity 0.207 (p<0.001) 0.224 (p<0.001)

Affect towards means -0.420 (p<0.001)

Years in dairying

Adjusted R2 0.25 0.34

F-Test significance <0.001 <0.001
Observations where period of time from hearing of the technology or practice until trying
it exceeded the period of time in the farmer has been in dairying were excluded from the
analysis.
TABLE 6 Standardised parameter estimates for time taken to try and
to adopt technologies and practices.

Heard*(n = 343) Tried*(n = 343)

Relative advantage -0.119 (p=0.024) -0.121 (p=0.022)

Novelty

Difficulty of integration -0.203 (p<0.001) -0.207 (p<0.001)

Complexity 0.135 (p=0.014) 0.152 (p=0.006)

Affect towards means

Years in dairying 0.303 (p<0.001) 0.297 (p<0.001)

Adjusted R2 0.13 0.13

F-Test significance <0.001 <0.001
*Observations where period of time from hearing of the technology or practice until
trying it exceeded the period of time in the farmer has been in dairying were excluded
from the analysis.
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Discussion

Overall, the results regarding goal desire were consistent

with our hypotheses. Greater relative advantage was associated

with greater satisfaction with means, greater confidence that

adoption will be successful, and greater emotional engagement

with the outcome, be it success or failure. Consequently, relative

advantage was positively associated with affect towards means

and decision effort. That is to say, the greater the effort invested

in deciding to adopt a technology or practice, the greater was

emotional engagement with the outcome. In terms of adoption,

greater relative advantage shortened the time to trying and

adopting technologies and practices and was associated with

greater ‘stickiness’.

Perceptions about the difficulty of the task of integrating

technology and practices into the farm system were associated

with lower satisfaction with means, less confidence that adoption

will be successful and lower emotional engagement with the

outcome, but greater decision effort. That is to say, the greater

the effort involved in integrating a technology or practice into

the farm system, the greater the effort invested in decision-

making but the lower was emotional engagement with the

outcome. In terms of adoption, increasing levels of difficulty

with integration shortened the time to trying and adopting

technologies and practices. The disruption associated with

having to replace technologies was positively associated with

greater difficulty in integrating technologies and practices.

Complexity indirectly influences goal desire through its

effect on the relative advantage offered by a technology or

practice, its effect on the difficulty of the integration task, and

its correlation with novelty. Complexity had a direct effect on the

time taken to try and to adopt technologies and practices, with

greater complexity lengthening the time taken to complete the

adoption process. Greater complexity was associated with

greater cost at having to abandon a technology or practice.

Complexity was not correlated with relative advantage, a

reassuring result as the relative advantage of a technology or
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practice should relate to its superiority over the technology or

practice it replaces, not its inherent complexity.

The greater the novelty of the technology or practice the

greater was farmers’ emotional engagement with the outcome.

Greater novelty increased expectations of relative advantage, but

also increased the perceived difficulty of the integration task.

Novelty indirectly influences the time taken to try and to adopt

technologies and practices through its influence on relative

advantage, complexity, the need for new skills, the difficulty of

the integration task and the need to draw on experience. Greater

novelty was also associated with greater cost and emotional

upset at having to abandon a technology or practice.

Our results confirm that the adoption of technologies and

practices in farming is complicated and slow (Burton et al., 2003;

Lamb et al., 2008; Khataza et al., 2018, Lowenberg‐DeBoer et al.,

2019). The process of gathering information sufficient to

motivate the formation of an intention (goal desire) to try or

adopt may take several months for relatively simple technologies

and practices, and several years for more complex ones. The

same can be said regarding the translation of intention into

action (goal striving).

Our results have several implications for agricultural and

natural resource policy and extension. First, we found significant

positive relationships between the strength of anticipated

emotions, anticipatory emotions and affect towards means. We

also found that perceptions of relative advantage and difficulty of

integration influenced each of these. This means that, in the right

circumstances, goal setting might be responsive to extension

efforts (Loock et al., 2013). Consequently, extension may

influence the rate of adoption via two routes: contributing to

goal setting through the provision of information; and

facilitating goal striving through the provision of information

and training (Bagozzi, 2007).

A second implication concerns the importance of

understanding that, in terms of farm systems, complexity has

more to do with the number of farm sub-systems affected by

adopting a new technology or practice, and the magnitude of the
TABLE 7 Standardised parameter estimates for stickiness and its components.

Stickiness
(n = 370)

Costly1

(n = 370)
Upsetting2

(n = 370)
Disruptive to stop3

(n = 370)
Disruptive to replace4

(n = 370)

Relative advantage 0.503 (p<0.001) 0.297 (p<0.001) 0.389 (p<0.001) 0.475 (p<0.001) 0.349 (p<0.001)

Novelty 0.155 (p<0.001) 0.151 (p=0.004) 0.137 (p=0.007)

Difficulty of integration 0.141 (p=0.004)

Complexity 0.123 (p=0.014)

Adjusted R2 0.34 0.18 0.21 0.22 0.13

F-Test significance <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001
1 It would be quite costly if I had to return to the technologies and practices I had before.
2 It would be very upsetting to have to change back to what I had before.
3 It would be extremely disruptive if I had to stop using the innovation.
4 It would be quite disruptive if I had to replace the innovation with some other technology or practice.
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effects on them, than it has to do with its novelty. Novelty in

terms of the originality in the components and architecture of an

innovation is only part of the story. Hence, promoting adoption

(or compliance) depends on providing information and advice

about how to best reconfigure farm systems and sub-systems as

well as providing information about the technology or practice

itself (Grieshop et al., 1988). This means a deep understanding of

the nature of the integration task is essential to anticipating how

long it might take for adoption (or compliance) to occur and, as

a consequence, to appreciate the limitations on the adaptive

capacity of farmers (Rodriguez et al., 2009; Vanlauwe et al., 2015;

Jayne et al., 2019). Such an understanding requires an intimate

knowledge of the, sometimes diverse, farm systems and sub-

systems in which the technology or practice is to be integrated.

Therefore, extension staff, and those who advise policy makers,

must have an intimate knowledge of, and familiarity with,

farm systems in all their diversity as well as the technology

or practice of interest. Such knowledge can only come

from experience.

This reasoning aligns with the justifications for participatory

approaches to research and innovation in agriculture (Okali

et al., 1994, Lacombe et al., 2018). The involvement of farmers in

agricultural research is intended, fundamentally, to improve the

likelihood of identifying and developing innovations that will

offer a relative advantage in the farming contexts of interest. The

criteria employed to recruit farmer participants is critical to

success as the characteristics of the resulting innovations will be

shaped by the participants’ farm systems (Okali et al., 1994).

Given that there is relevant diversity in farm systems, extension

staff must be familiar with that diversity if they are to contribute

to scaling-up the products of participatory research by usefully

assisting farmers to adapt their farm systems/modify the

innovation, to suit their particular context (Van De Fliert

et al., 2000; Snapp and Heong, 2013; Westermann et al., 2018).

Acquiring a sound knowledge of, and familiarity with, a

variety of farm systems and sub-systems requires time and effort;

it can only come from extensive experience with them. This

means that extension staff and advisors who only interact with

farmers regarding a specific sub-system may not have the

knowledge and skills to provide reliable support to farmers, or

reliable advice to policy makers, about the adoption of complex

technologies and practices. This suggests that it is important to

appropriately resource, and avoid rapid turnover among, staff

who interact with farmers in those public and private

organisations who rely on such interactions to acquire

information about farming for guidance (Russell et al., 2019,

Mkuki & Msuya 2020).

Relatedly, when contemplating the adoption of complex

technologies and practices, farmers are unlikely to trust the

expertise of extension staff who have limited experience, or who

mainly interact with farmers regarding a specific sub-system.

Farmers are, arguably justifiably, likely to discount, if not ignore,

their suggestions.
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Another implication relates to the fact that, in farm systems,

novelty in terms of the originality in the components and

architecture of an innovation does not necessarily correlate

with complexity in terms of integrating technologies and

practices into farm systems. This means that apparently simple

innovations can be quite difficult to integrate into farm systems.

As a consequence, the costs of integration may act as a strong

deterrent to adopting simple technologies or practices, such as

fencing to keep stock out of waterways or reducing the use of

nitrogen fertiliser in winter, unless they offer a substantial

relative advantage. In the absence of a substantial relative

advantage, such simple innovations may not stimulate

sufficient goal desire to create an intention to adopt. This

implies that the adoption of ‘simple’ practices that have been

advocated to improve natural resource management on farms

(thereby reducing natural resource degradation), such as fencing

to improve water quality by excluding stock from waterways, is

not as straightforward as it might seem to those who are

unfamiliar with farming systems.

While the rate of adoption of apparently simple technologies

and practices will be relatively slow when they are difficult to

integrate into farm systems, the rate of adoption should be

quicker when they can be easily and inexpensively integrated

into the farm system (e.g., slow-release nitrogen fertiliser). This

suggests, from the perspective of natural resource policy, that

setting performance standards for natural resource management

on farms is generally preferable to prescribing technology and

process standards (Gunningham & Sinclair 1999, Prost et al.,

2018, Spicer et al., 2021). In principle, performance standards, by

providing farmers with the flexibility to choose the mix of

technologies and practices that will enable them to meet the

standard, should enable improvements in natural resource

management at lower cost, and faster, than imposing

technology and process standards.

A related implication concerns farmers’ willingness to

comply with regulations and prohibitions. The more complex

a technology or practice, and the greater the relative advantage it

offers, the stronger will be the emotional investment in adopting

it. Correspondingly, the more complex a technology or practice,

and the greater the relative advantage it offers, the stronger will

be the resistance to being forced to abandon it, and the greater

the likelihood of outrage at being compelled to do so.

Conversely, where a policy compels adoption of a complex

practice or technology, and the smaller the relative advantage

it offers, the stronger resistance to adopting it will be, and the

greater the likelihood of opposition and outrage. In these

circumstances, farmers will seek to block or modify policies, or

delay their implementation. At the very least, they will seek ways

of appearing to comply with the letter of the policy while

avoiding complying with its intent (Kaine and Johnson, 2004,

Kaine & Higson 2006).

Our results suggest that technologies and practices that offer

only marginal improvements in relative advantage may well fail
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to create goal desire that is strong enough to generate an

intention to trial or adopt (e.g., Maertens et al., 2020). This is

important with respect to, for example, the rapidity with which

farmers may act in anticipation of climate change. The greater

the complexity of any change in farm systems and practices that

is suggested to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, sequester

carbon, or alleviate the impacts of climate change, the smaller

is the incentive to adopt those suggestions, and the greater the

relative advantage must be to overcome integration costs. The

implication is, perhaps unsurprisingly, that farmers should

postpone making complex changes to their farm system until

the benefits of doing so are obvious and reasonably immediate

(prov ided the costs of doing so do not increase

disproportionately over time).

Importantly, the detailed investigative effort involved in

determining whether an innovation that changes the technical

production strategy (e.g., installing a feed pad) should be

adopted creates a situation where, should adoption be

postponed, it can occur promptly if, and when, there is a

favourable change in circumstances (that is, an increase in

relative advantage).

Another implication concerns the adoption of suites of inter-

related technologies and practices a such as Integrated Pest

Management, precision agriculture and organic farming. In all

likelihood, the task of integration of a suite of practices into a

farm system as a single, collective whole would be extremely

challenging. Consequently, adoption can be expected to occur in

a piecemeal fashion with those elements in the suite that are less

complex being adopted before those elements that are more

complex, depending on relative advantage. Elements that are

particularly complex, and/or offer only a marginal advantage,

may not be adopted at all. This suggests that it is a mistake to use

the number of elements that have been adopted as an index of

the innovativeness or progressiveness of farmers (Hammond

et al., 2006, Kiruthika, 2013; Lambert et al., 2015; Castle et al.,

2016; Creissen et al., 2019; Steiro et al., 2020).

As a final point, the ideas and methods described here could

be applied in statistical (e.g., Pierpaoli et al., 2013; Serebrennikov

et al., 2020) or expert-system (e.g., Kuehne et al., 2017) models

seeking to explain or predict the adoption of technologies and

practices in agricultural industries in any region. The systems-

based approach to describing complexity proposed by

Henderson and Clark (1990) provides testable hypotheses

regarding the magnitude of the impact of adopting a

technology or practice in terms of disruption to system

activity, the destruction of competencies, and the need for new

skills and knowledge.

Our study is subject to several qualifications. First, we did

not include any information on the personal characteristics of

participants (apart from years in dairying) or their properties

that might influence the rate of adoption such as risk
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preferences, personal innovativeness, expenditure priorities, or

farm income) (see Lesch andWachenheim, 2014; Liu et al., 2018;

Dessart et al., 2019, for example). The unexplained variation in

the dependent variables might be at least partly attributable to

these characteristics and attributes. Second, there is the

possibility that participants’ perceptions of the complexity and

novelty of technologies and practices may be correlated with

personal characteristics and property attributes. Third, personal

characteristics and property attributes may well influence

aspects of goal desire that we have not considered such as

locus of control and self-efficacy. Fourth, we have not

considered external constraining factors relating to intellectual

property rights that could delay adoption such as protected plant

varieties, patents, and industrial designs which may apply to

agricultural equipment.

In addition, variations among participants in the time taken

to try and to adopt technologies and practices will be affected by

factors such as differences in investment priorities and in farm

profitability at the time participants first learned of technologies

and practices. The variation among participants in the time

taken to try and to adopt technologies and practices may also be

affected by errors in recall.
Conclusion

In this paper we described a novel approach to predicting

rates of adoption with respect to agricultural technologies and

practices drawing on the dual-process model of consumer

decision-making (Bagozzi, 2006a, b) and a method for

classifying innovations in farm systems based on Henderson &

Clarke (1990).

Our results confirm that the adoption of technologies and

practices in farming can be complicated and slow. The process of

gathering information sufficient to motivate the formation of an

intention to try or adopt may take several months for relatively

simple technologies and practices, and several years for more

complex ones. Importantly, we found that novelty in terms of

the originality in the components and architecture of a

technology or practice does not necessarily correlate with its

complexity in terms of integrating it into farm systems. This

means that apparently simple technologies and practices that are

promoted to reduce resource degradation can be quite difficult to

integrate into farm systems and, as a consequence, the costs of

integration may act as a strong deterrent to adopting them.

While the persistent incentive may be to seek productive change

in a farm system, the process of adoption can be quite

discontinuous for rational reasons.

A logical implication of our findings is that a deep

understanding of the nature of the integration task is essential

to anticipating how long it might take for adoption (or
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compliance) to occur in agriculture and, therefore, to appreciate

limits on the adaptive capacity of farmers. Such an

understanding requires an intimate knowledge of the,

sometimes diverse, farm systems and sub-systems in which the

technology or practice is to be integrated. This has important

implications for agricultural and natural resource policy and

extension. The ideas and methods described here could be used

to explain or predict the adoption of technologies and practices

in any agricultural industry in any region.

For future research, an implication of our findings is that

there is a complex interaction among the factors that influence

relative advantage (which drives the decision to adopt) and that

influence goal striving (which is the implementation, or not, of

the decision to adopt). This means that subsuming decision and

implementation into a single event (adoption) may lead to a

weak understanding of which factors are facilitating, and which

are impeding, adoption. This may lead to missteps in the design

and choice of measures employed to maximise the scale and rate

of adoption.
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Appendix A

Advantage, novelty, complexity and integration task for

farm technologies and practices

Technology
or practice

Advantage Novelty Complexity Integration Time
to
trying

Time t
adoptin

New type of
fertiliser(12)

3.85 3.42 3.10 2.23 25 6

No nitrogen
fertiliser in
winter (12)

2.53 2.65 2.58 2.61 49 15

Slow-release
nitrogen
fertiliser (14)

3.57 3.16 2.63 1.93 13 5

Contour
ploughing(2)

3.67 2.12 2.69 1.86 180 180

Fencing stock
out of
waterways
(64)

3.24 2.67 2.32 2.31 50 37

New pasture
varieties(15)

3.68 2.72 2.87 2.16 22 52

Different
breed of
livestock(6)

2.97 2.71 2.73 2.19 84 59

Round bale
technology
(8)

3.29 3.16 2.69 1.98 90 68

Round bale
silage(21)

3.39 3.08 2.65 2.02 46 7

Artificial
Insemination
(44)

4.09 3.47 2.61 2.13 131 95

Installing a
feed pad(22)

4.18 3.49 3.59 2.96 71 34

90-day
effluent
storage(12)

3.60 3.40 2.56 2.70 21 2

Direct
drilling of
crops(5)

3.30 3.10 2.63 2.00 92 1

Increased
land area for
effluent (22)

4.12 2.94 2.80 2.20 19 8

Constructing
a wetland(8)

3.33 2.87 2.45 1.98 114 124

Grazing
heifers off
farm(27)

3.80 2.93 2.72 2.08 101 181

Grazing cows
off farm in
winter (10)

3.87 3.00 3.25 2.09 99 188

Growing a
new summer
crop (19)

3.61 2.95 3.01 2.22 27 8

(Continue
Frontiers in A
gronomy
o
g

d)
17
Continued

Different
calving
period(7)

4.07 3.68 4.04 3.18 36 5

Feeding palm
kernel(39)

3.96 3.05 2.81 1.91 64 86

Embryo
transfer
technology
(1)

2.83 3.50 2.50 2.86 120 .

Sample
average

3.67 3.05 2.74 2.23 63 40
f
rontiers
Values in parentheses are number of observations. Values in

bold are greater than the sample average. Time to trying and

time to adopting is in months. In the absence of trialling time to

try equals time to adoption and time from trying to adoption

is zero.
in.org
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